INSURANCE OFFER
Fleet insurance from Direct Insurance Group Plc providing
you with access to an exclusive package of benefits

Exclusive FORS insurance offer
Direct Insurance Group Plc, in conjunction with FORS,
is proud to bring you an exclusive FORS member
offer: fleet insurance with a comprehensive range of
added benefits linked to FORS membership.
Direct Insurance Group is one of the UK’s leading
independent commercial insurance brokers and specialise in
all areas of commercial insurance; we also currently provide
cover for a number of FORS accredited operators.
We have worked in partnership with FORS to create a
comprehensive and exclusive insurance offer. Not only are
we able to access competitively priced fleet insurance, but
in addition we can provide an extensive range of benefits
tailored specifically to help you:
•

retain FORS accreditation

•

reduce road risk

•

save money

This exclusive package also provides you with training that
meets the FORS standard and is an invaluable, expert
support offering.

The UK’s leading
fleet accreditation
scheme

KEY BENEFITS
4 Subsidised FORS subscription and audit fees
4 Up to 10% saving on premiums
4 Free training to help you meet certain FORS
requirements
4 Free management reports to help you meet FORS
requirements on performance data and reporting
4 Free expert support and advice
4 Low claims rebate
4 Free legal protection
4 Long term agreements

To take advantage of all of these great benefits,
simply take out a new policy for your FORS
accredited fleet with Direct Insurance Group.*
Call us today free on 0808
*terms and conditions apply (see back page)

2811079

Below is the full list of benefits
Benefit

FORS Bronze

Subsidised FORS subscription
*100% year one only

FORS Silver

FORS Gold

4

4

4

Subsidised audit fee
50% covered annually
Up to 5% discount on fleet premiums

4

Up to 10% discount on fleet premiums
Free collision investigation training annually
Meets FORS requirements D4 and G6

4
4

Free road risk management training annually
Meets FORS requirements S8 and G6

4

4

4

4

Dedicated claims manager and account executive 24/7

4

4

4

Quarterly risk meeting and claims review

4

4

4

4

4

4

Free legal protection

4

4

4

Long term agreements

4

4

4

Low claims rebate

4

4

4

Quarterly management reports
Meets FORS requirements O3, S6 and G4

Call us on 0808

2811079 before your policy renewal date to discuss how to take

advantage of this exclusive FORS member offer.

management, combined with the robustness of the FORS Standard and the steps accredited operators take to
mitigate road risk in their fleets that prompted DIG to create this exclusive offer for FORS members. We’re
dedicated to helping our customers manage risk, so aligning ourselves with FORS seemed the ideal solution.

“

“

FORS has demonstrated that operators can reduce collisions and costs by over 30%. It’s this high level of risk

includes quarterly claims and business reviews at our offices. The review process has enabled us, for the
first time, to have input into the settlement process and it has also highlighted trends, which in partnership
with Direct Insurance we have devised and implemented strategies to address. The service received over
the last 8 years has been excellent and I would highly recommend Direct Insurance Group Plc to
companies who are considering using their expertise.
Mrs Jacqueline O’Donovan
Managing Director
O’Donovan Waste Disposal Ltd

“

“

Over the years Direct Insurance Group Plc has provided my company with a service agreement that

WHY DIRECT INSURANCE GROUP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Established since 1996
Able to negotiate bespoke benefits not typically available from ‘off the shelf’ insurance products
Policies for fleets of five or more vehicles
Direct Insurance Group senior claims staff attend FORS Collision Management training
Cover risks including: haulage, waste, hazardous and liquids, own goods etc
FORS accredited fleets already use our services
From SMEs to large corporates, we offer bespoke, cost-effective solutions
We are a FORS Associate

Call Free on 0808
E: fors@direct-ins.co.uk

|

2811079

W: www.direct-ins.co.uk

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
• Offer subject to a full review of the risk and claims information and insurer underwriting criteria.
• Subsidised audit fee offer excludes follow up audit fees.
• Direct Insurance Group will offer at least one training place for the training courses detailed in this offer. Additional places
may be available for training subject to the number of vehicles insured and the needs of the client.
• If your policy is cancelled mid-term any costs attributed to FORS training, audit or membership fees will become immediately
due for payment by you to Direct Insurance Group Plc.
• Existing Direct Insurance Group Plc customers will qualify for all the benefits detailed within the offer at the renewal of
their policy.

The UK’s leading
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